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As a child I always loved fairytales,
myths, and legends. I adored
stories of dwarfs, dragons, giants,
handsome princes, enchanted
princesses and sorcerers.
Nonetheless, as a child I was
bewildered by my first reading of
Hans Christian Anderson’s ‘The
Emperor’s New Clothes’. It was a
story book with pictures, and the
emperor was drawn prancing down
the street in underclothes befitting
the Victorian era (I was amused to
discover that in today’s versions he
is depicted stark naked). I was
disappointed with the end of the
tale, not being old enough for what
is, in effect, a story for adults. As a
child I did not understand either
the courtiers’ or the emperor’s
reluctance to admit they saw no
fabric for fear of being termed
stupid or unfit for their jobs. You
will recall that the ‘magic cloth’ that
is the source of the weavers’ scam
is supposed to be visible only to
those who are worthy of their
positions. As an adult I have new
respect for the potency of that
invisible magic cloth, as I witness
daily, in myself and others, the
reluctance to speak.
In Anderson’s story, the emperor
and courtiers were silent because
they feared being revealed as
stupid or incompetent. Scientists
often do not challenge data with
which they might not agree, or
conclusions that are perhaps
overblown or overstated for these
and other reasons. Of course we
do not wish to be seen as foolish.
But more importantly, we
remember with self-conscious
humility the many times we have
been wrong in our assessment of
work, either our own or others. We
are acutely aware of how little we
know, and that our ignorance
might be leading us astray. We
also wish to avoid being vindictive,
bitter, petty, or nasty (or at least
not to appear as such). Thus the
temptations that lead to silence are
ironically the traps made of our
better natures. All my years of
reading fairy tales taught me that
the traps created by the battles
between two goods are far more
ensnaring than those resulting from
the battle between the forces of
good and evil.
What then is the proper mode of
conduct for a scientist faced with
findings that are draped in the
velvet and ribbons associated with
the journals that make our kings
and queens but that seem little
more than restatements of the
obvious? What is the proper mode
of conduct at seminars when the
speaker makes comments that are
either specious or silly? How
honestly should one articulate
one’s private judgments about the
‘significance’ of work? How
insistent should we be if we believe
a paper should not be published
because of flawed experimental
design or analysis?
These are not light questions
with simple answers, as equally
great damage can be done by
disingenuous ‘honesty’ as by
craven silence. We are not only
practising scientists but also
educators, and the path to error is
paved with a similar unwillingness
to speak up as that experienced by
the emperor and his courtiers in
‘The Emperor’s New Clothes’. Our
responsibility as educators
demands that we publicly
challenge bad science.
Nonetheless, much unnecessary
personal and professional damage
can be done by the injudicious
voice of negative or disparaging
comments.
The child at the end of ‘The
Emperor’s New Clothes’ has the
right and privilege of innocence in
proclaiming that the emperor was
naked (or in my old book in his
underwear). Our graduate students
are similarly free with their
judgments of papers and seminars,
as they are unburdened by history
or nuance. It is easy to say that the
responsible scientist must always
speak up and challenge the empty
and vacuous, as well as ensure
that error is not accepted. When
the heroes and heroines who
battled the giants and outwitted
the dwarfs in the fairy tales and
myths of my youth were true to
their pure moral values, they
invariably lived happily ever after.
In contrast, our tests and trials
never end, and we spend our lives
trying to stay on the ‘high road of
honesty’ without falling into the
dragon’s lair of bitter and twisted
behavior.
As a young child I also read
science books and
autobiographies of the great men
and women of science. In those
tales scientists forged forward in
search of truth despite great
adversity. Today the practice of
good science rarely involves great
acts of courage, but instead
requires multiple small acts of
personal courage, among them the
strength to speak one’s mind even
when tact suggests silence. It
requires the willingness to be
wrong publicly. Above all it
demands that we remember that
the purpose of science is the
pursuit of truth, even if that pursuit
becomes uncomfortable for
ourselves or others. Sometimes I
find myself wishing there were a
wise gnome or gentle wizard living
under the fume hood to give me
words of wisdom!
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